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swarmer cell swims around for
30–45 min before it differenti-
ates into a stalked cell and begins
the cell replication cycle. A
stalked cell, on the other hand,
initiates a new round of the
DNA replication immediately
after each division and, about
90-120 min later, produces a
new swarmer cell. In this paper
we restrict our attention to the
division cycle of a stalked cell.

Of Caulobacter’s 3760 genes,
about 550 are regulated in a
cell-cycle-dependent manner,21

in large part by two regulatory
proteins, CtrA and GcrA,
which together control the
expression of 144 cell cycle
regulated genes.14 CtrA upreg-
ulates the expression of many
genes involved in flagella
biogenesis and cell division. In
addition, CtrA binds to five
DNA sites that overlap with
the binding sites of the replica-
tion initiation protein, DnaA,
and thereby precludes a new
round of DNA replication.22

Furthermore, CtrA inhibits
the expression of GcrA, which
functions as an activator of
components of the replisome
and the segregation machinery.14

Right after cell division, the
level of CtrA in a stalked cell is rapidly decreasing due to DivK-
promoted proteolysis (Fig. 1B).23 When CtrA drops sufficiently, the
DNA replication origin becomes free to bind DnaA. Also the level
of GcrA goes up, promoting assembly of the replication machinery,
and a new round of DNA replication starts. Rising GcrA suppresses
production of DnaA.14,24 Hence, DnaA has a narrow window of
opportunity to initiate DNA replication: after CtrA drops but before
GcrA increases significantly.

GcrA affects expression of 125 genes, including ctrA.14 When the
replication fork passes the ctrA locus (~35 minutes after the initiation
of DNA replication), ctrA mRNA starts to be synthesised from the
new DNA strand (the old strand is methylated, which precludes ctrA
expression).22 The ctrA gene has two promoters.25 The weak
promoter P1 is induced by GcrA. As CtrA builds up, it represses P1
and turns on the strong promoter P2, which leads to a rapid increase
in CtrA protein. Phosphorylated CtrA is a transcription factor which
modulates expression of many genes, including genes (e.g., ftsZ,21,26

ftsA and ftsQ27) involved in formation of the multicomponent
organelle (the septal or Z-ring) at the site of cytokinesis. Details of the
formation and constriction of the Z-ring are poorly understood at
present. CtrA also upregulates divK,21 and the DivK protein, after
phosphorylation, promotes the degradation of CtrA.23,28 DivK is
phosphorylated by a histidine kinase, DivJ, localized in the stalked
compartment, and dephosphorylated by a mechanism mediated
by another histidine kinase PleC, localized in the flagellated

compartment.28,29 The spatial arrangement of DivJ and PleC leads,
after closure of the Z-ring, to fast degradation of CtrA in the stalked
cell and consequent initiation of the next cycle, but to stabilization
of CtrA in the swarmer cell, precluding it from reentering the
cycle.28 Finally, CtrA induces expression of the ccrM gene, and
CcrM protein then methylates the new strand of DNA,30 thereby
shutting off the expression of a number of genes including ctrA.

METHOD
As a first step toward understanding the temporal dynamics of the genes

and proteins regulating the cell cycle in Caulobacter, we construct a simple
mathematical model of the network. From the molecular interaction network
in Figure 1B, we propose a simpler ‘wiring diagram’ (Fig. 2A) that covers the
major interactions among CtrA, GcrA and DivK.

Justification for protein-level modeling. We construct our model at the
protein level. Just as a ‘gene network’ is a projection of all molecular
interactions onto gene space,31 the ‘protein network’ is the projection of all
interactions onto protein space. In particular, transcriptional regulation of
mRNA synthesis from ctrA, gcrA and divK genes is replaced by regulation of
the synthesis of their corresponding proteins. The validity of this simplification
is often questioned, first, because transcriptional regulation may introduce
significant delays between signals and responses, and second, because protein
concentrations in cells do not necessarily follow mRNA levels. As to
Caulobacter, two recent studies of gene expression21 and protein abundance32

showed that the majority of genes involved in cell cycle regulation (78%)
have similar expression patterns for mRNA and protein.33 Specifically, relative

Figure 1. Events during the Caulobacter cell cycle. (A) Sessile stalked (ST) and motile swamer (SW) cells have distinctive
cell cycles. The fill-colours indicate elevated concentrations of CtrA (red), GcrA (blue) and DnaA (green). Theta
structures denote replicating DNA. The time scale here is in accord with the one reported in references 14 and 21.
(B) The Caulobacter cell cycle regulatory network. Interactions involving CtrA, GcrA and DnaA are shown in red, blue,
and green respectively. The DNA methylation by CcrM implies here that all the genes on the diagram are being
methylated, this is not shown on the diagram explicitly. Figures adapted from ref. 14.
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FIG. 1. Cell cycle progression in Caulobacter: the swarmer cell
undergoes a transition to an anchored cell (G1 → S); the DNA
replicates in S-phase, cell division leads to daughter stalked and
swarmer cells (G2).

in which the τi are relaxation constants, the si basal activation
constants for each protein, and the aij and bij are activation
and inactivation matrices that govern the interactions depicted
in Fig. 2. The diagonal elements aii are the self-interactions
of the proteins, shown as curved arrows in Fig. 2. The cross-
diagonal parameters in both the activation and inactivation
matrices describe the couplings between the different proteins.
Finally, in the model, the remaining parameters di are the basal
degradation rates of each of the proteins; in absence of the
constant terms and the coupling terms, protein concentrations
decay exponentially like xi ∼ exp −(di/τi)t . The model can be
derived from basic models of gene regulation, as detailed in the
Appendices of [22,23]. In applying the model to Caulobacter,
we note that dimerization is experimentally verified in all three
proteins, CtrA [24], DivK [4,25,26], and DnaA [27], so that
we can fix the value of the Hill coefficient nj = 2 for all j .

According to the wiring of Fig. 2, for Caulobacter we have
the following activation and inactivation matrices aij and bij ,
respectively, containing the five activating and two inactivating

FIG. 2. (a) The minimal regulatory circuit of Caulobacter cres-
centus is a system of three proteins CtrA, DivK, and DnaA, connected
by synergistic and opposing interactions in such a manner as to form
a coupled limit-cycle oscillator, i.e., CtrA-DivK and CtrA-DnaA.
Arrows correspond to activation, turnstiles to inactivation, e.g., CtrA
activates DivK, while DivK inactivates CtrA.
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III. MODEL PARAMETRIZATION

In order to determine the parameter values of the model,
we need to gather information from experiment. Qualitatively,
DnaA and CtrA change during the cell cycle progression in an
opposing fashion, with the DnaA levels increasing when CtrA
is degraded and disappearing in predivisional cells when CtrA
is synthesized again by the GcrA-dependent transcriptional
activation [16]. The total DivK level (unphosphorylated and
phosphorylated) is fairly stable over the cell cycle with
the concentration of the protein proportional to the cellular
volume [20]. Protein concentrations were thus estimated as
relative amounts (%) with respect to the time 0 concentration,
and CtrA, DnaA, and DivK data were extracted from previous
studies [16,20]. These data are collected in Table I and also
shown in Fig. 3. We note that the extraction of the experimental
data for DivK must be done by reading from a gel, with obvious
difficulties as the concentrations of total DivK do not vary
much. Our reading is similar to what was done in [9].

We now turn to the parametrization of our model, taking the
experimental results as our point of reference. Figure 3(a) and
(b) shows the time traces for two different parametrizations of
the system (3), with the parameters summarized in Table II.
We call these parametrizations weak and strong coupling,
respectively, whereby these terms shall refer to the two distinct
dynamics we observe. The notions ‘weak’ and ‘strong’ were
chosen in order to qualify that in the former case, the amplitude
variation of the DivK is minor, hence weakly coupled to the
other two regulators, while it is pronounced in the latter case
which is correspondingly called ‘strong coupling’.

In Fig. 3(a), DivK is only varying weakly, and the fit to
the experimental data is quite good with respect to both DnaA

TABLE I. Experimental data as extracted from [16] (CtrA, DnaA)
and [20] (DivK). For the discussion, see text.

Time/Min CtrA DivK DnaA

0 1.0 1.0 1.0
20 0.0 1.0 2.22
40 0.0 1.05 2.0
60 0.0 1.05 0.67
80 0.63 1.25 0.33
100 1.22 1.25 0.22
120 1.06 1.30 0.89
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replicates in S-phase, cell division leads to daughter stalked and
swarmer cells (G2).
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decay exponentially like xi ∼ exp −(di/τi)t . The model can be
derived from basic models of gene regulation, as detailed in the
Appendices of [22,23]. In applying the model to Caulobacter,
we note that dimerization is experimentally verified in all three
proteins, CtrA [24], DivK [4,25,26], and DnaA [27], so that
we can fix the value of the Hill coefficient nj = 2 for all j .

According to the wiring of Fig. 2, for Caulobacter we have
the following activation and inactivation matrices aij and bij ,
respectively, containing the five activating and two inactivating

FIG. 2. (a) The minimal regulatory circuit of Caulobacter cres-
centus is a system of three proteins CtrA, DivK, and DnaA, connected
by synergistic and opposing interactions in such a manner as to form
a coupled limit-cycle oscillator, i.e., CtrA-DivK and CtrA-DnaA.
Arrows correspond to activation, turnstiles to inactivation, e.g., CtrA
activates DivK, while DivK inactivates CtrA.

interactions as their entries:

aij =

⎛

⎜⎝
a11 0 a13

a21 a22 0
0 0 a33

⎞

⎟⎠ bij =

⎛

⎜⎝
0 b12 0
0 0 0

b31 0 0

⎞

⎟⎠, (2)

such that the model can be explicitly written as

τ1
dx1

dt
=

(
s1 + a11x

2
1 + a13x

2
3

)
(1 − x1) −

(
d1 + b12x

2
2

)
x1,

τ2
dx2

dt
=

(
s2 + a21x

2
1 + a22x

2
2

)
(1 − x2) − d2x2,

τ3
dx3

dt
=

(
s3 + a33x

2
3

)
(1 − x3) −

(
d3 + b31x

2
1

)
x3 . (3)

III. MODEL PARAMETRIZATION

In order to determine the parameter values of the model,
we need to gather information from experiment. Qualitatively,
DnaA and CtrA change during the cell cycle progression in an
opposing fashion, with the DnaA levels increasing when CtrA
is degraded and disappearing in predivisional cells when CtrA
is synthesized again by the GcrA-dependent transcriptional
activation [16]. The total DivK level (unphosphorylated and
phosphorylated) is fairly stable over the cell cycle with
the concentration of the protein proportional to the cellular
volume [20]. Protein concentrations were thus estimated as
relative amounts (%) with respect to the time 0 concentration,
and CtrA, DnaA, and DivK data were extracted from previous
studies [16,20]. These data are collected in Table I and also
shown in Fig. 3. We note that the extraction of the experimental
data for DivK must be done by reading from a gel, with obvious
difficulties as the concentrations of total DivK do not vary
much. Our reading is similar to what was done in [9].

We now turn to the parametrization of our model, taking the
experimental results as our point of reference. Figure 3(a) and
(b) shows the time traces for two different parametrizations of
the system (3), with the parameters summarized in Table II.
We call these parametrizations weak and strong coupling,
respectively, whereby these terms shall refer to the two distinct
dynamics we observe. The notions ‘weak’ and ‘strong’ were
chosen in order to qualify that in the former case, the amplitude
variation of the DivK is minor, hence weakly coupled to the
other two regulators, while it is pronounced in the latter case
which is correspondingly called ‘strong coupling’.

In Fig. 3(a), DivK is only varying weakly, and the fit to
the experimental data is quite good with respect to both DnaA

TABLE I. Experimental data as extracted from [16] (CtrA, DnaA)
and [20] (DivK). For the discussion, see text.

Time/Min CtrA DivK DnaA

0 1.0 1.0 1.0
20 0.0 1.0 2.22
40 0.0 1.05 2.0
60 0.0 1.05 0.67
80 0.63 1.25 0.33
100 1.22 1.25 0.22
120 1.06 1.30 0.89
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FIG. 3. Time traces of the cell cycle in Caulobacter, for CtrA
(blue/dark grey), DnaA (green/light grey), and DivK (red/medium
gray) for the weakly coupled case (top) and the strongly coupled case
(bottom). Lines are also labeled for better readability. Smooth lines
are computed, the straight lines connect the experimental data points
from Table I.

and DivK, but fairly poor with respect to CtrA. In particular,
we note that phasing is not well respected, as the maximum
of CtrA appears before the minimum in DnaA. In the strong
coupling case of Fig. 3(b) we see that, on the contrary, DnaA
and CtrA are well phased with the dynamics of DivK being
considerably more pronounced than the experimental data
show. One can therefore conclude that we must not simply
interpret DivK as just the total component, but rather an

active fraction of its total concentration which is involved in
controlling the dynamics of CtrA. In particular, we note that it
is due to this effect that the proper phasing of the two motifs
is achieved.

IV. CELL CYCLE ARREST

The two parametrizations of the model show different
qualitative and quantitative behaviors which also have con-
sequences beyond the normal cell behavior on which these
parametrizations have been based. We show this by consider-
ing cell cycle arrest. A recent experimental study has provided
evidence that proteotoxic stress via a depletion of the Hsp70
chaperone, DnaK, either through genetic manipulation or heat
shock to which Caulobacter is exposed, acts on DnaA by
promoting its rapid degradation [28]. This mechanism can be
captured in our model by increasing the degradation parameter
of DnaA, d∗

3 . We have therefore studied the behavior of
the model that emerges when d∗

3 is taken as a bifurcation
parameter. We determined the fixed-points of the system (3)
and studied the local and global stability of the solutions, see
also the Supplemental Material.

The two resulting one-parameter bifurcation diagrams are
shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4(a) corresponds to the weak coupling
case. We find that at a critical value of d∗

3,crit < 1.15 the
system displays a supercritical Hopf bifurcation. Looking at
the transition from lowering the value of d∗

3 , the stable (arrest)
state becomes unstable with respect to a limit cycle in a
continuous fashion.

The situation we encounter in the strong coupling case,
shown in Fig. 4(b), is more complex as we can identify
four regimes which are again more easy to explain when
considering the lowering of d∗

3 . For d∗
3 > 1.163, the system has

two unstable and one stable fixed-point which is the lowest of
these branches. At a critical value d∗

3,crit = 1.163, it becomes
unstable with respect to a limit cycle again via a supercritical
Hopf bifurcation. This limit cycle has a very small width
and remains stable only within a small interval until d∗

3 =
1.158 when it collapses with respect to the above-discussed
Caulobacter limit cycle via a saddle-node bifurcation of limit
cycles (SNLC). This case is akin to the scenario SNLC1
discussed in [23]. Until d∗

3 = 1.163, the dynamics is still
influenced by the former stable fixed-point around which the
trajectory continue to spiral. Details of the transitions in the
oscillation profiles are resolved in the Supplemental figures S2
and S3 [29].

Pfeuty rejects SNLC scenarios on general grounds for
biological systems as there is no clear mechanism available
to rationalize the transition between two different limit
cycles with different amplitudes over an extended range of
parameters. In our case the transition sequence occurs over a

TABLE II. Model parametrization for the ‘weak coupling’ (wk) and ‘strong coupling’ (str) cases. The basal degradation constants have
all been put equal to 1 in the comparison to the experimental data. The value of a22 being either a small number or zero has no effect on the
dynamics.

a11 a13 a21 a22 a33 b12 b31 τ1 τ2 τ3 s1 s2 s3

wk 4 0.3 0.5 0 5 1 3.6 0.2 3 0.42 0.006 0.1 0.14
str 6 0.3 2 0 4 10 3 0.44 4 0.1 0.009 0 0.17
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and remains stable only within a small interval until d∗
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Caulobacter limit cycle via a saddle-node bifurcation of limit
cycles (SNLC). This case is akin to the scenario SNLC1
discussed in [23]. Until d∗

3 = 1.163, the dynamics is still
influenced by the former stable fixed-point around which the
trajectory continue to spiral. Details of the transitions in the
oscillation profiles are resolved in the Supplemental figures S2
and S3 [29].

Pfeuty rejects SNLC scenarios on general grounds for
biological systems as there is no clear mechanism available
to rationalize the transition between two different limit
cycles with different amplitudes over an extended range of
parameters. In our case the transition sequence occurs over a
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we note that phasing is not well respected, as the maximum
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and remains stable only within a small interval until d∗
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influenced by the former stable fixed-point around which the
trajectory continue to spiral. Details of the transitions in the
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biological systems as there is no clear mechanism available
to rationalize the transition between two different limit
cycles with different amplitudes over an extended range of
parameters. In our case the transition sequence occurs over a
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FIG. 4. The two cell cycle arrest scenarios in the weak coupling
(a) and strong coupling (b) cases. In case a) the limit cycle shrinks
upon approach to the critical value of the degradation constant of
DnaA and the transition arises in a continuous fashion. In the strong
coupling case b), the limit cycle first expands while an additional
branch of unstable fixed points appears. The transition progresses in
three steps: limit cycle → limit cycle → arrest state.

very small interval of the parameter d∗
3 so that, even if it existed,

it might be easily missed in experiment. The global difference
between the two scenarios should, however, be visible in

corresponding experiments: in the weak-coupling case the
amplitude of the limit cycle oscillations shrinks continuously
when the critical values of cell cycle arrest is approached,
while in the strong coupling case, a limit cycle of finite width
for d∗

3 ≪ d∗
3,crit appears to break down abruptly to the arrest

state for d∗
3 ≫ d∗

3,crit. In terms of the width of the limit cycle,
even the trend upon the approach of d∗

3,crit between the two
cases is opposite: a shrinking limit cycle in the weak coupling
case vs an expanding limit cycle in the strong coupling case.
In this latter case the transition would thus not look much
different than in the SNIC-SH transitions discussed in detail
by Pfeuty [23].

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the replication step of the cell cycle
of Caulobacter crescentus can be modeled as a limit cycle
oscillator built from two feedback motifs which center on the
master regulator CtrA. We found two parameter sets which
describe the dynamics: one, which we called ‘weak coupling’,
can be parametrized to perfectly describe experimental data in
amplitude and phase for DnaA and DivK, with CtrA lagging
behind. The second parametrization which we term ‘strong
coupling’, removes the constraint put on DivK, and allows a
correct fit to DnaA and CtrA. This parametrization requires
to reinterpret DivK as its active component, DivK-P. Both
model versions differ in their dynamics of cell cycle arrest,
where they pass from limit cycle oscillations to the arrest
phase via two different types of bifurcations which involve
qualitatively different behavior of the limit cycle of the core
oscillator, which should be discernible in experiment. Our
results suggest that careful experiments trying to resolve
the cell cycle conditions approaching arrest for the major
regulators can yield interesting insights into the underlying
dynamics of the cell cycle and allow to formulate criteria also
for the parametrization of more complex models.
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Conclusions	  

-‐ 	  Minimal	  model:	  interesang	  concept	  as	  	  
	  	  alternaave	  to	  `large’	  models;	  

-‐ 	  Parametrize	  models	  including	  perturbaaons;	  




